SOME  CRITICS  OF   AUTHORITARIANISM
of robbery and confiscation, until he was " weary of the part
assigned to him as Fhomme-terreur" *
As it happens, his views on private ownership wete more
Conservative than perhaps any part of his teaching, and may
be rapidly dismissed. All he meant by the paradox was the
unlawfulness of unearned property—i.e. of the evil side of
property. " M, Blanqui," he wrote, " admits that there are
in the property system many abuses; as for me, I call property
only the sum-total or fundamental principle of these abuses."2
It is of course important that wealth should not be allowed to
accumulate without question into a few private hands—" the
problem," he once wrote to Marx, " is to bring back into
society, by some economic combination, the wealth that left
it by another economic combination. In other words, use
political economy to turn against Property the theory of
Property."3 But he goes on to say: "Let us have no Saint
Bartholomew's massacre of landlords." The real point, how-
ever, is to realize that the problem is not so much who owns
wealth as to how it is used. " It is not property that gives life,"
he wrote elsewhere, " but circulation. Just as the circulation
of the blood is the life-giving motive function of the human
body, so the circulation of the products of industry is the life-
giving function of the social organism—in which circulation
property will be swallowed up and transformed." 4
Nor did Proudhon, critical as he was of the whole political
system, believe in using taxation as an instrument for the
readjustment of property rights: taxation should be levied
only for the providing at bare cost-price of essential public
services for unquestionably useful purposes; he objected to
capital levies and progressive income-tax, as well as to a
single land-tax; on matters of taxation, in fact, and on property
in general, he was really no more Radical than most mild
Liberals of our own day.5
1 But he wrote in November 1860 that " from a monster he had now
become an antique " !	2 Letter, 3rd October 1854.
3	Letter, iyth May 1846.
4	Solution du Probleme social.
5	Cf. Theme de Plmpot.
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